Introduction
A chemical/physical/biological property y of chemical compounds can be modeled by a set of molecular descriptors x j derived from the chemical structures.
In a linear regression model we estimate y by ŷ = b 0 + b 1 x 1 + b 2 x 2 + ... + b m x m using m regressor variables.
The regression coefficients b 1 , ... , b m and intercept b 0 are estimated using a data set X (n × m ) and y (n × 1).
For highly correlating x -variables and/or m > n the traditional OLS (ordinary least-squares) regression method cannot be used. Alternatives are for example
PLS (partial least-squares) regression robust PLS regression PCR (principal component regression) Ridge regression Lasso regression
All these methods are available in the free software system R [1] by the package "chemometrics" [2] . This package includes the function "mvr_dcv" [3] for repeated double cross validation (RDCV), comprising selection of an optimal model complexity of PLS models [4] , and careful evaluation of the prediction performance. and orthogonality constraints.
Methods (1) PLS and robust PLS regression
Using for "cov" a robust estimator like the M-estimator [5] results in robust PLS, see [6] .
PCR
Like for PCR a latent variable model is used, y = T g + e T with a < m regressor variables t 1 , ..., t a . These are taken as the first a principal components (PCs) of X.
Using robust PCs results in robust PCR [2] . 
Methods (2)

Ridge and Lasso regression
Minimize the sum of squared residuals,
Ridge regression gives an explicit solution for the
Lasso regression has to be solved by an optimization routine. Depending on the size of "const", some of the regression coefficients are exactly zero. Thus, Lasso regression acts like a variable selection method. Further, and more sophisticated evaluation schemes are in the library "chemometrics", see the help file [2] . 
Usage within R
Ridge regression
Evaluation: generalized cross validation (GCV, an approx. leave-1-out) Result:
optimal Ridge parameter (λ) is 4.3, see x-axis in plots <-plotRidge(y~X,data=PAC,lambda=seq(0.5,50,by=0.05) For this data set, Ridge regression results in the best prediction model with a SEP 0.2 of 4.0. PLS with 13 GA-selected variables and Lasso regression with 145 variables have a similar performance with a SEP 0.2 of 4.7 and 5.0, respectively.
